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Rani St. Pucchi teaches you simple tricks on how to dress your body in a way that will enhance your

best assets and camouflage areas that you feel uncomfortable about or find lacking in any way.

Elevate your self-confidence by defining your personal style and becoming clear on how you wish to

be seen in the world. Learn a simple process to determine what colors flatter you most and which

ones to part with, so that you may look more interesting, more assured and in control. Receive

smart shopping tips, learn the importance of investing in the right lingerie, immerse yourself in

simple style advice for your body type and more ... Embrace your own unique personality and shine

with your body, and your own style.
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"The most incredible designer in the world!" -Tara Reid, Actress "I can't tell you how privileged I feel

to wear one of your gowns. You are so talented." -Candice Crawford, Mrs. Tony Romo,

Quarterback, Dallas Cowboys "I've gone to countless awards and worn countless dresses, but

nothing compares to your designs. I got the inspiration for my entire event from my St. Pucchi

dress." -Sanya Richards-Ross, Olympic Gold Medalist "Rani St. Pucchi's designs are absolutely

beautiful!" -Alison Krauss, Singer-Songwriter "Rani St. Pucchi is an experienced and gifted

designer, an innovator, a pioneer. She is exactly what we need: we need wisdom, we need people

who, like Rani, open up theirexperience and let people learn by sharing it. We hear that women

need inspiration, we hear that women need power that they can see in otherwomen, to have

confidence in themselves. Ranihas a deepunderstanding of how powerful it is to be elegant and



classic and proves that dressing your best lends power and shows security in self." -Edward Tyll,

radio personality and host of the syndicated radio show The Ed Tyll Show. "Rani wonderfully

illustrates how to dress for your body type. The concepts shared in Your Body, Your Style will help

women create a positive and powerful self-confidence that will immediately alter the dynamics of

their relationships with themselves and with others." -Walt Shepard, founder and publisher, Inside

Weddings "Written by a true expert, Your Body, Your Style goes beyond the trends to help women

define their own individual style.Fashion is everywhere we look. It's all around us each and every

day.Personal style is intimate. It gives you the inspiration to be free of convention-to express your

view of the world and the way in which the world should see you. Your Body, Your Style is a

comfortable fit for every woman." -Jim Duhe, VP/associate publisher, Bridal Guide Magazine "Your

Body, Your Style is much more than a fabulous fashion guide, it is an inspiration! Rani St. Pucchi

writes with passion of loving yourself, embracing and accepting your body, which takes courage.

Courage is standing up for yourself. It never goes out of style. Empower yourself; read this book!"

-Val Orr, filmmaker and author BarNone "Your Body, Your Style is a multidimensional book for the

fashion-conscious gal, interested in more than a designer label. This is the go-to blueprint for

women who know the secret to making an impression comes from the inside out. Rani St. Pucchi's

background in design and working with countless fashionistas gives her a unique perspective we

can all learn from." -Tamra Nashman, www.Extra-OrdinaryImage.com "Your Body, Your Style is

simple, yet profound! It's a book of empowerment for women of every age and lifestyle. As Rani

points out, empowerment begins with the way we dress our body, and how we develop our unique

personal style. A perfect guide for every woman!" -RoseLynn Micari-Fiumara, owner, Bridal

Reflections "This is more than just a book about dressing to flatter our bodies. For me, my body and

my style are the secret to my success, balance in life and happiness in my marriage and business.

Being able to slip on not just one but more than ten of Rani's delicately elegant dresses took my

sleek and sexy style to another level. Style to me is not about being thin or fat, but about dressing

and feeling the prettiest you can in the body you have, a healthy attitude and plenty of gratitude.

Rani St. Pucchi's Your Body, Your Style gives every woman the tools she needs to unlock her

femininity." -Angelle Grace Wacker, senior vice president, NAI Capital, Inc."

Rani St. Pucchi, a trendsetting fashion designer whose expertise has been recognized in such

media outlets as Entertainment Tonight, Harper's Bazaar, Town and Country, Bride's, Cosmopolitan

Bride, Martha Stewart Weddings, and The Knot, works to help women define the style that flatters

them most-no matter what their age or stage of life, or what their body type is.



Great information for all body types all in one place. Shapes, colours, making the most of each

piece to packing and organizing the closet, St. Pucchi helps you find and define your style. Would

love to have a long conversation with this author.

Don't miss the invaluable advice that's in this book! What I love about it is that the author comes to

the topic (that plagues so many) with her design expertise and track record, practical advice - and

an open heart. Rani St. Pucchi's message at the core, is to help her readers overcome what can

limit them - what a gift! My daughter needs this......our teachers and schools need this..........Highly

Recommend!

Smart, super valuable info. on dressing for the best YOU! Great gift book!

Beautiful. I love this book. Class act.

Looking for some helpful, quick fashion tips to make an immediate difference in selecting the best

colors, prints, and styles for your body? Then you need to buy a copy of Your Body, Your Style by

Rani St. Pucchi.Award-winning couture fashion designer Rani St. Pucchi shares decades of

experience in this informative guide that you'll be able to implement without much effort. Within a

day I had started make changes that brought about positive results.St. Pucchi shares the defining

moment that changed her life forever and credits her parents for introducing her to the world that

would become her destiny. After a discussion of body shapes, she shares dos and don'ts for each

shape, dressing for your age, the importance of proper fitting undergarments, what and how to pack,

how to organize your closet, defining your personal style, and more. Perhaps my favorite part of the

book--other than the color photographs of her work--is the 101 styling tips.When I make my annual

spring/summer changeover I'll be implementing some of the more time-consuming changes, like

laying out all my clothes by color and finding out which colors work best for my skin tone. I've never

really been into fashion or thought much about personal style, but Your Body, Your Style by Rani St.

Pucchi has definitely piqued my interest. I see a new, more fashionable me right around the

corner.Highly recommended!I received a copy of this book from the author. This review contains my

honest opinions, which I have not been compensated for in any way.

Top of My List as this Season's Christmas Present to Give. I have both the paper back edition and



the new Hard bound edition--which I willgive as a beautiful Coffee Table Book to my best friends

since it adds so much beauty and interest to the room. The author is the famousdesigner of the St

Pucchi Bridal Gowns who is known world wide for her innovation in the bridal world. She brings this

same knowledge to thereader for her everyday style. The assistance in this book is not some

rehash of style and dressing. It is a new way of understanding the beautyand grace of your body

and how to look and feel your best all the time which results in loving yourself just a little more and

allowing life to unfolda little sweeter as one journeys through life. Innovation has been a St Pucchi

trademark for years and that has been followed through in this exciting addition to understanding

our own style and body insights. Thank you for the help, I have already received compliments on a

few of the suggestions I have implemented. I look forward to giving this special gift to my friends this

season!

"Your Body Your Style" is truly an amazing guide to finding the looks and styles that showcase your

body in the best way possible. In my experience, it is invaluable to have somebody you trust to help

you make good style and fashion choices. As a highly successful couture designer, Rani has helped

women of all shapes and sizes to find the look that makes them feel truly beautiful! I love that this

book not only provides great insights, but does it in a way that makes it easy and practical to apply

it. This is almost like having a personal stylist in a book. I highly recommend it!!
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